CRECER CANTANDO, CRECER SOÑANDO: THE PROJECT

Crecer Cantando is a musical
project composed of different schools
interlinked with a choir in the core.
Nowadays, four institutions make up
the project from different localities
and educational regimes: secondary
school, conservatory of music, city
council school of music and
professional training. Our students are
from ten to eighteen years old in the
choir case, and older in the musical
ensemble and professional training
teams.

Currently, there are about 120
people including singers, musicians,
producers and sound technicians. Crecer
Cantando is like a big puzzle where
everybody works independently, but is
coordinated around an artistic project and
everybody encourages each other to
grow, thanks to a common dream.

CRECER CANTANDO, CRECER SOÑANDO: KEY COMPETENCES
DEVELOPMENT

[Introduction]
In regards to the key competences
development, our main focus might be the work
relating to artistic expression and musical
learning, but Crecer Cantando is much more than
music. For us, the most important channel of
working is the emotional development of our
students within an amazing learning environment.
As a teenager, you can be different within
Crecer Cantando and it doesn't matter because
the project takes care of you.

[Project-based learning]

At the outset of the year we
chose a common artistic project, a core
idea which provided us with the
backbone of our work during the
following months. We joined the music
programme to the central artistic theme
that is always full of values (Search of
one’s identity through music, Trip to
Itaca, Love stages...)

Our final outcome, live concerts, are carried out in an absolutely real
context and represent the main focus of our assessment.
In Crecer Cantando, we share goals and dreams, but responsibilities
and hard work as well.

[Collaborative learning. Mentoring system]
During the process, individual and collaborative learning are combined.
For sure, as a singer you have to improve your voice and musical knowledge
which is definitely an important
challenge and self-discovery experience,
but in a choir nobody is anybody
without the others.
Each year, we incorporate into
the project an important percentage of
new singers which confronts us with a
big obstacle to maintain the learning

speed. To solve it we have designed a mentoring system, which is working
really well. Firstly, we study the musical difficulties of everyone (pitch control,
register, timbre…). Then we choose the mentor’s team. Mentors are
experienced singers who know the project and the rehearsal’s pace perfectly.
We study the position of the singers thoroughly in the choir in order to find the
best place for everyone. So, as teachers, we are not alone: we have a lot of
“little assistants” who are doing an excellent job. This way of working increase
the community feeling and is highly effective:
Children learn better when they learn from each other and when their
teachers are learning with them.

[Choir as a tribe]
A choir is a musical
ensemble, but above all, it is a
really interesting tribe where
everybody is connected by a
common commitment to the
same goal, and this can be
extraordinarily
liberating.
Actually, finding a tribe can have
important transformative effects
on our sense of identity and
purpose. Connecting with people
who share the same passions
affirms that you are not alone and
this sense of belonging greatly
improves your self-esteem, selfconfidence, and in short, your
well-being and fulfilment.
Everybody needs to be
someone and Crecer Cantando
offers you an opportunity:
diversity is welcome.

[Extra-curricular and after school activity]

The choir is an extra-curricular and
after school activity so the students don’t
feel any pressure about tests or marks. For
sure they have challenges, but their
challenges are collective: they work hard,
but for the common good. Training meetings
in different locations pose an important
motivation for the group and allow us to
achieve a balance between enjoyment and
work. Families always offer warm welcomes
and participate in the meeting’s organization,
which becomes a wonderful sharing time for
the whole educational community.
They choose a way of learning:
enjoying learning together

[ICT]

In relation to
ICT´s
use,
our
networking
among
different
interlinked
schools is running well
thanks to Internet. In
their blogs, students
find scores, audio
guides and all the
information
and
resources they need.
Moreover, Internet makes family involvement easier and it provides us with the
economic base to be self-sustaining. Definitely, ICTs are essential for us and
suppose a fundamental aid for the project.

We sing far away, but we share a website that brings us closer.

[Assessment]

Our outcomes are complex and diverse and this poses an important
difficulty to assess the whole project. At the moment we are trying to improve
our assessment methods in order to achieve a balance between validity,
reliability and equity. Currently, our main tools are assemblies (with families
and students) and e-assessment methods. The teachers’ team has meetings
habitually to coordinate everything and assess the progress of the project.
But actually, we feel that assessment process is our weaker spot, or that which
is the same, the main challenge for us.

[Entrepreneurship]

In closing, we would like to
discuss our model of economic
management. Nowadays we haven’t
got any public economic aids,
however, this situation has promoted
our creativity and sense of initiative
both as the teachers’ teamwork and as
our students and their families.
Guaranteeing equal
opportunities for everyone is an
important outcome for us so economic
restrictions cannot be a handicap for
anybody.

We found crowd funding to be the best solution and easier way to
extend the project’s net beyond our community. Once again, families and
students have an active role in the design of the awareness campaigns and it has
a double effect: economic sustainability and broadcasting for the project.

